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1. Introduction
The improvement of quality is that products or
processes became a major concern of the industrial companies. To take up this challenge, impose the companies to
better control the measuring instruments, which they use.
Today a Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) is presented in industry, and with the increased technological
development, the associated software is in perpetual evolution.
The principle of the software of the Coordinate
Measuring Machine (CMM) consists to associate individually each palpated surface with an elementary ideal model
(plane, cylinder, cone... etc.) [1]. The latter is characterized by the intrinsic parameters and the topological parameters (situations: position, orientation); the set of these
characteristics makes it possible to the geometric element
to adapt to the set of the measured points. Therefore, the
general problem posed in three-dimensional metrology is
the estimate of, the orientation, location and intrinsic parameters of a surface in a reference mark. The association
of a theoretical surface to the set of the palpated points
based on the calculation of the distances ei between the
palpated points and nominal surface obtained by CAD
(Computer Aided Design) software.
Obtaining the equation of ei can take various aspects according to the selected hypothesis. If the hypothesis of small displacements is retained, then, a torsor represents the relative position and the orientation of associated
surface compared to a local reference mark [2]. If great
displacements are used, a matrix based on conventions of
the angles of Euler or vectorial rotation is used [2]. In this
case, the situation of surface is known in absolute in the
basic reference frame.
During control or of checking the part on these
machines, surfaces must be measured by a number of
points higher than the parameters necessary to their mathematical definitions. However, the representation of the
same element can be very different according to the average materials and the protocol used during the measuring
operation. For example, on traditional CMMs the acquisition will never give the exact topology of the real measured
surface, but only give an image close to the real surface.
Moreover, the real contact points (i or i + 1) between the stylus and the measured surface being unknown,
one substitutes to it a measured point. This last is calculated starting from co-ordinates of the stylus center, the normal vector (ni) and the stylus radius, which generates uncertainty on the real position of the measured point
(Fig. 1), and which is even propagated on the parameters of

associated surface. This uncertainty cannot be obtained
with the method of small displacements (linearity of the
equation ei) adapted in the software of CMM, because the
major advantage of this method of is accelerated the iterative calculation of minimization and to decrease the computing time. In great displacements (nonlinear), the distance ei calculated does not undergoes any approximation
[2], This implies a better estimate of measurement uncertainties compared to the method of small displacements.
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Fig. 1 Representation of real
The estimated dimensional measurement uncertainty in a processing chain of CMM is a relatively new
subject. In recent years, many researchers have tried to
develop methods for determining uncertainties [3, 9].
However, these approaches on the CMM (Coordinate
Measuring Machines) remain at a stage where the
knowledge to make of the intervening is not negligible.
Among the works that have been performed to evaluate the
measurement uncertainty of the measuring machine, there
are three possible ways [10], which can be summarized as
follows (Fig. 2).
The first consists of using a virtual model of coordinate measuring machine (CMM) and metrology software
to simulate the uncertainties on the magnitude to be
checked. In general, this approach use the Monte Carlo
method to simulate the random influential variables of the
measurement process. The second way is an analytical
method that consists in using the uncertainties stemming
from the calibration (machine geometry, calibration of the
stylus ...) and of the measurement, then propagate them in
the measurement range until the magnitude has checked.
Finally, there are experimental methods, described particularly in the series of ISO 5725 standards that avoid modeling the measurement process.
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method that is chosen during the consideration of measured
values such as filtering data and suitability criteria. This is
an area that is often given little attention because the algorithms are in the machine software, but which can exert
some influence on the measurement uncertainty.
2.1. Source of uncertainties of measurement

Geometrical
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Fig. 2 Various methods for the estimate of uncertainties in
a CMM
2. Concept of uncertainty of measurement
Metrology is based on the concepts of uncertainty
and true value as illustrated by the Fig. 3. The true value,
which would be given by a complete connection to the
primary Gauge standards.
Uncertainty measures the dispersion of the measurements around the announced value. It will account how
we measured a magnitude. So uncertainty is used to evaluate the confidence, which can grant to a result. Therefore, it
is used for the decision-making.

Several sources of errors affect the quality of
measurement on a CMM [11]. Among the principal
sources of errors:
- Incomplete definition of the measurand;
- Imperfect realization of the definition of the
measurand;
- Insufficient knowledge of the effects of the environmental conditions on the measuring or imperfect measuring of the environmental conditions;
- finished resolution of the instrument or threshold
of mobility;
- Inaccurate values of the standards and materials of
reference; feeler… etc.
Figure.4 presents the various factors influencing
the process of measurement
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Fig. 4 Source of uncertainties of measurement
2.2. Propagation of uncertainties
Fig. 3 Basic concepts of metrology
The determination of the uncertainty of measurement starts with the establishment of all the possible factors of influence. A method described in the Guide to Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) indicates how uncertainties due to all these factors can be take into account to constitute an uncertainty of total measurement [12]. For example in the case of the coordinate measuring machines, the
factors of influence can be divide into five fields: CMM
material, the environment, the part, the strategy of palpation and the strategy of evaluation in the paragraph precede. The material and the environment present a certain
interdependence (dilation of metal according to the temperature). The part and the strategy of palpation are also
narrowly overlapping because the number of points of
measurement and their site must be selecting accorded to
the nature of the parts. For evaluation strategy, refers to the
n
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In this law of propagation, it is easier to show the
attenuator effect of the term in covariance u (xi, xj). If one
of both derivative partial is negative then this term will
decrease the doubt about y.
For a scalar parameter y according to several variables of size n pertaining to Rn, the variance can be obtained with the following array formula [9]:
u 2 ( y )  JCov ( A) J t ,

 y y

y

 x1 x2

xi

0


,


(5)

ith i=1, n.
3. The association methods
In the case of the association of theoretical surfaces to the groups of points, we present two methods:
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The method in great displacement gives us a possibility of knowing the results of optimization in the local
reference frame (reference mark part), then in the total
reference frame (reference mark machine). In this method
the trigonometrically functions of the matrix of rotation are
not linearized with the first order, and consequently the
assumptions (1) and (2) are not necessary any more. We
can speak about a function of variation-optimized di not
linearized [17].
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the distance di ( d i  O M i . n i  h ) is not subjected to any
approximation.
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Fig. 5 The small displacement of the theoretical element
[14]
The determination of the parameters is carried out
by a minimization of the distance between the measured
point and the theoretical element (associate) (Fig. 5).
We thus can estimate them by the following vectorial relation [14]:
ei   i  D Mth n .
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The plane is defined by is normal vector v, this
vector is defined in the cylinder coordinate system introducing two angles (φ, ψ) and the distance (h) between the
plane and the center O of the measurement reference frame
All the parameters are known in the global coordinate system Ro (o, e1, e2, e3). In this nonlinear method,
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3.2. Nonlinear method (in great displacement)

The torsor of small displacement is obtained by
linearizing the matrix of displacement. Nevertheless, the
linearization with the first order of the trigonometrically
function involves two hypothesis on the validity of the
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Who can be written in condensed form:

(4)

where Cov (A) represents the matrix of covariance of N
parameters of entries of xi and J, the matrix of Jacobian
(similar to the calculation of the gradient) defined by

J   



(6)

The part between hooks of the preceding formula
represents the torsor of small displacements o and the
torsor of the coordinate’s plückerienn Ptho of vector ni
[15], [16]:

4. The mathematical tools
The use of mathematical tools for optimization
makes it possible to consider the parameters topographic
and intrinsic associated surfaces. This optimization step is
often considered a minimization of distances according to
a criterion: infinite norm (Tchebichev norm) or (standard
least squares) norm 2…, (functions based on distancdi ,
d i2 , while accurate statistics cones) max d i ,
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The components ( ,  , h ) of the torsor are random variables. They are the components of a random vector a of dimension 3 [2].
In three-dimensional metrology and in the case of
the vectorial representation of a surface, the random vectors met belong to the maximum with R6. For example, in
the case of the cylinder, the random vector will be composed of two parameters of localization and two parameters of orientation and an intrinsic parameter (ray).
The optimization according to the least squares
method for distance di enables us identify the attributes of
the fitted surfaces thanks to the following relation:
n
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where: a   (components of normal of the plane surface).
h


However, the problem will be very complicated.
To simplify this problem we can thus be reduced to the
linear case by making a development of Taylor to the first
order, by the following formula:
^

 f ( X )   f ( X k )   f ( X k ) X k  0 ,
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Fig. 7 Summary of the optimization process
The incrementing of at the time of each iteration
makes it possible to approach solution a* successively.
The algorithm of optimization is summarized as follows:
 To give a first a0 estimate.
 To calculate ak


To calculate a k 1  a k   a k



To repeat 1 and 2 until  f ( a k ) is sufficiently
small.

5. Application
Let us consider the example of application shown
in the following figure:

Increment X will be thus equal a:
 X k   ( 2 f ( X k ) )  1  f ( X k ) .

From equations (8) and (9), we then obtain:
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The procedure of Fig. 7, illustrates the step followed in
the determination of the attributes of associated surfaces.

r : Ray of nozzle of the tool
f: Advance of the tool
We recover a file of coordinated points representing the measured surface (18000 coordinated points), from
this topographical survey (Fig. 8), we have chosen six different methods of acquisition. For that, we have established a program in Visual Basic-6 software (VB-6), which
consists to read this data file, and enables divide into classes, each class will contain the coordinates of measured
points and through these classes, it’s possible to establish
some acquisitions methods(1 to 6) presented in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9 Acquisition methods
6. Results of acquisitions methods for Visual Basic-6 software (VB-6)
The introduction of all topographic survey (points
cloud) in the developed a data-processing model enables a
calculation of measurement acquisition methods of the surface. The results are stored in files in txt format (Fig. 10).
Thereafter, the program allows associating each points cloud

Acquisition (1) : 101 palpated points

Acquisition (4): 84 palpated points

a geometric surface (plan) in least squares sense and determines the parameters that characterize this surface.
The following figures show the points clouds provided by the program for each method of acquisition.

Acquisition (2) : 101 palpated points

Acquisition (5):180 palpated points

Acquisition(3) : 102 palpated points

Acquisition (6):165 palpated points

Fig. 10 Points clouds for acquisition methods (1 to 6)
Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate a graphical representation of points cloud for both acquisition methods respec-

tively 5 and 6, using the Microsoft Excel, conform to those
in the Fig. 10.
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Results
(7 iterations)

Table 2
The parameters of the 2nd method of acquisition
Vector V and
center of gravity

Uncertainty
Uc (mm)

Form defect
df (mm)

nx = 6.5643E-05
ny = 4.739E-05
nz = 0.9999999
Xcog = 8.48E-02
Ycog = -0.1821
Zcog= -0.7617

±9.9737E-06
±1.3813E-05
±8.0752E-10
± 4.213E-24
± 0.000
±5.2042E-20

2.699E-02
Udf (mm)
±2.79E-05

Table 3
The parameters of the 3rd method of acquisition

Results
(9 iterations)

Fig. 11 The fifth acquisition by Excel software

Vector V and
center of gravity

Uncertainty
UC (mm)

form defect
df (mm)

nx =-4.252E-05
ny = 3.424E-05
nz = 0.9999999
Xcog =4.778E-02
Ycog =-0.190569
Zcog=-0.762566

±1.5318E-05
±3.7396E-05
±1.6523E-09
± 8.363E-24
± 0.000
±1.5318E-19

2.650E-02
Udf (mm)
±3.26E-05

Table 4
The parameters of the 4th method of acquisition

(12)

6.1. Results of optimization

Results
(9 iterations)

The characteristics of the associated surface are
shown in Tables 1,2,3,4, 5 and 6.
Table1 displays the results of the associated surface. it’s made up of three columns:
 The ﬁrst one proposes an estimate of the position of
the center of gravity and components of the normal
vector V (mm).
 The second one presents the uncertainty associated
(Uc) with these results.
 The third column presents the defect of form (df) and
their uncertainty associated Udf
Table 1
The parameters of the 1st method of acquisition
Vector V and
center of gravity
nx = 5.1019E-05
ny = 5.009E-06
nz = 0.9999999
Xcog = 0.119725
Ycog = -8.72-02
Zcog= -0.76163

Uncertainty
Uc (mm)
±2.2389E-08
±2.2807E-07
±1.1478E-12
± 1.408E-23
± 0.000
± 2.748E-19

form defect
df (mm)
2.628E-02
Udf (mm)
±2.73E-05

Results
(9 iterations)

U c ( a i )   A   A t   A t B  .
1

Vector V and
center of gravity
nx =4.2752E-04
ny =4.0113E-04
nz = 0.999999
Xcog = -5.24532
Ycog = -1.670781
Zcog= -0.761821

Uncertainty
Uc (mm)
±6.279E-06
±6.377E-06
±3.681E-09
± 3.901E-23
± 0.00
±6.654E-20

form defect
df (mm)
3.253E-02
Udf (mm)
±1.158E-05

Table 5
The parameters of the 5th method of acquisition
Vector V and
center of gravity
nx =1.29721E-03

Uncertainty
Uc (mm)
±1.34562E-09

form defect
df (mm)
3.6871E-02

ny = 1.33851E-04
nz = 0.9999991
Xcog = -1.577E-13
Ycog =1.8183E-14
Zcog= -0.75968

±1.31238E-08
±1.75483E-12
± 2.7296E-22
± 0.00
± 2.0931E-19

Udf (mm)
±3.126E-08

Table 6
The parameters of the 6th method of acquisition
Results
(11 iterations)

After this acquisition phase, we proceed to search
the optimal parameters of the positioning of the perfect
geometrical surface in the cloud points. The result of the
association enables us to evaluate mean values of the parameters of the associated surfaces. Following this, we
calculate the errors on the parameters optimization mainly
due to the error probing. When we used the least squares
method as an optimization criterion, then the best error
estimator is given by the matrix formulation (12), developed by [18, 19 and 20].

Results
(6 iterations)

Fig. 12 The sixth acquisition by Excel software

Vector V and
center of gravity
nx=-8.990E-04
ny =5.999E-04
nz =0.9999994
Xcog= -0.046402
Ycog=0.314929
Zcog= -0.753161

Uncertainty Uc
(mm)
±3.6073E-07
± 5.4072E-07
±3.8989E-10
±1.6050E-22
± 0.000
± 1.4850E-19

form defect
df (mm)
3.151E-02
Udf (mm)
±1.61E-07

6.2. Discussion of results
According to the whole of results obtained, we
observe that the doubts about the position of the center of
gravity are largely low (zero) as the orientation vector (the
normal) Fig. 13. They mainly benefit the attenuating effect
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of the extent of the surface. However, a very small difference is almost negligible was reported between the values
of the uncertainty in the two respective directions X and Y
(Fig. 14). Observe also that the uncertainties on the center
of gravity in the directions Ox, Oy are negligible (null) and
that is an insignificant variation in the direction indicated
Oz Fig. 13.

Fig.15 Uncertainty of the orientation vector for Nz

Fig. 13 Uncertainty of the position vector Xcdg, Ycdg and
Zcdg
Uncertainty according of the normal to direction
X is smaller than according to Y, as shows it the Fig. 14.

Fig. 16 The defect form and their uncertainty
7. Conclusion

Fig. 14 Uncertainty of the orientation vector Nx, Ny
According to the results obtained, the first three
strategies have almost the same number of acquired points,
and the same number of the iterations, but uncertainties
about the normal are not the same.
For the third strategy uncertainty on both component of the normal following the axis X and Y are relatively
low (Fig. 14) and the component along the Z-axis for the
fourth acquisition (Fig. 15). However, this shows that the
strategy of acquisition has an influence on the measurement uncertainties.
The fifth and sixth acquisition (circular and spiral
trajectory) show that the uncertainties are significantly
lower (Fig. 16). They have a more significant precision
than other strategies, and this may be due to the distribution of probed points describing the actual or measured
surface.
From This study, the results of uncertainties for
each strategy show that the number of points and the
method of acquisition influence the result of measurement.
Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the choice of acquisition method to carry out appropriate measures.

During the measurement of a real surface by a coordinate measuring machine (CMM), The association surfaces is obtained using the minimization of the function di,
it’s the distance between the measured points and the associated surface. After optimizing this function in the sense
of least squares nonlinear, we determine the parameters
characterizing the associated surface. To calculate the uncertainties, it is possible to model the measurement process, but the problem is much more complex, because the
measurement uncertainties accumulate to give a global
error that will affect the measurement result.
In this paper, we developed a program in Visual
Basic-6 software that enables us from a set of points cloud
taken from a coordinate measuring machine to make some
acquisitions strategy, and to estimate the parameters of the
associated geometrical surface and their uncertainties.
We can conclude that the evaluation of uncertainties requires simultaneously to treat the three main structures that constitute the elementary process of measurement namely: the part (geometric form) instrument (rule of
measurement, probe ... etc.) and treatment (software etc.
...) and their interfaces.
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H. Gheribi, S. Boukebbab
THE INFLUENCE OF THE STRATEGY OF
ACQUISITION ON UNCERTAINTIES OF
MEASUREMENT OF A MACHINED SURFACE
Summary
In the last, few years of many researchers tried to
develop methods of determination of uncertainties in a data
processing sequence of a CMM (Coordinate Measuring
Machine). Measurement on a CMM is based on the association of an ideal surface to the set of palpated points via a
mathematical calculation of the distances between the palpated points and itself surfaces. At the time of this stage of
measurement, the results certainly are sullied with uncertainties, in this respect the step of quality fixed by the
standard ISO 9000, requires with the metrologist to estimate the uncertainty with which, it obtained his measurement. During this article, we will present a data-processing
model allows to estimate the parameters of surfaces associated with the set of points resulting from a coordinate
measuring machine and their uncertainties, by holding account the method or the strategist of palpation. The method
of conjugate gradient used to evaluate the attributes, which
characterize associated surfaces, after having optimized
quadratic equation di (variation of form) within the meaning of nonlinear least squares. With an aim of being able to
show the influence of these methods on uncertainties of
measurement.
Keywords: Three-dimensional metrology, Coordinate
measuring machines (CMM), optimization of associated
surfaces, modelling, uncertainties of measurement, propagation.
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